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1EMB: Efficient Multimedia Broadcast
in Multi-tier Mobile Networks
Chetna Singhal, Member, IEEE, Carla Fabiana Chiasserini, Fellow, IEEE, and Claudio Ettore Casetti, Senior
Member, IEEE
Abstract—Multimedia broadcast and multicast services
(MBMS) in mobile networks has been widely addressed, however
an investigation of such a technology in emerging, multi-tier,
scenarios is still lacking. Notably, user clustering and resource
allocation are extremely challenging in multi-tier networks, and
imperative to maximize system capacity and improve quality
of user-experience (QoE) in MBMS. Thus, in this paper we
propose a clustering and resource allocation approach, named
EMB, which specifically addresses heterogeneous networks and
accounts for the fact that multimedia content is adaptively
encoded into scalable layers depending on the QoE requirements
and channel conditions of the heterogeneous users. Importantly,
we prove that our clustering algorithm yields Pareto efficient
broadcasting areas, multimedia encoding parameters, and re-
source allocation, in a way that is also fair to the users. Fur-
thermore, numerical results obtained under realistic conditions
and using real-world video content, show that the proposed
EMB results in lower churn count (i.e., higher number of served
users), higher throughput, and increased QoE, while using fewer
network resources.
Index Terms—Multimedia broadcast, QoE, Multi-tier architec-
ture, clustering, resource allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile video demands are predicted to grow to 38 exabytes
per month in mobile networks by 2021 [1], thus generating
most of the expected mobile traffic growth. Video data also
have much higher bit rates than other mobile content types. It
follows that next-generation network services need dynamic
radio resource allocation to support flexible multicast and
broadcast of high resolution videos [2]. Digital Television
(DTV) over wireless networks is one of the key applications
that is becoming commonplace, wherein cellular Base Stations
(BSs) broadcast multimedia content to stationary and mobile
users on their heterogeneous devices [2]–[4].
In parallel, conventional cellular systems are evolving to-
wards increasingly heterogeneous networks, which will play
a big role in 5G networks and beyond. Such networks in-
clude hierarchical multi-tier deployments [5], [6], as shown
in Fig. 1, which increase capacity and coverage by enabling
dense reuse of the spectrum and improving link quality. In
urban areas, macrocells provide coverage distance of more
than 500m, especially apt to vehicular users, while microcells
and picocells provide essential coverage in capacity hungry
locations. Macro-, micro-, and pico-cells are all connected
to the network through operator-owned backhaul; conversely,
femto access points (FAP), covering areas of about 10-50m in
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Fig. 1. Multimedia broadcast scenario in a multi-tier LTE-A network.
a house, utilize residential backhaul links (digital subscriber
line (DSL) or cable) and are privately owned.
As far as video services are concerned, on the one hand,
significant progress has been made in video coding techniques.
To support the demand for high-definition (HD) multimedia
content by DTV subscribers in wireless environments, a suc-
cessor of MPEG-4 advanced video coding/H.264 standard,
called ISO/IEC 23008-2 MPEG-H Part 2, ITU-T H.265, or,
alternatively, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) has been
jointly developed by ISO/IEC MPEG and ITU-T VCEG [7]–
[9]. On the other hand, the LTE-A standard specifies mul-
ticast/broadcast single frequency network (SFN), configured
for providing enhanced Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast
Service (eMBMS). The radio resources are adaptively shared
between unicast and eMBMS, and multi-cell transmission is
enabled for the latter in order to increase the quality of the
received signal [10]. Specifically, as depicted in Fig. 1, in a
multi-tier LTE-A network, the LTE cells form eMBMS areas
that operate as a single frequency network (SFN). An SFN syn-
chronization area consists of several LTE cells (macro). Within
each LTE cell, there are several micro-, pico-, and femto-
cells [11], [12] that participate in broadcasting the multimedia
content to the heterogeneous users. However, the resource
allocation (carrier, power, modulation, and coding scheme)
for each of these tiers (micro, pico, and femto) needs to be
efficiently carried out in order to mitigate inter- and intra-tier
2interference. As an additional challenge, the broadcast content
is to be served to the heterogeneous users that vary in terms
of their QoE requirements (namely, heterogeneous display
resolution), channel conditions, and premium/regular service
subscription. The SFN areas are therefore formed based on
several factors, including the program requested by the users,
the SINR they experience, the type of User Equipment (UE)
they own, as well as their macrocell association).
To address such a complex problem, we propose a TV
broadcast framework, called Efficient Multimedia Broadcast
(EMB), which first clusters users into hierarchical Pareto-
efficient groups, where each group is served with the layered
multimedia content by the macro, micro, pico, and femto base
stations (BSs). Then the LTE-A resources are assigned to each
BS, in every tier of the architecture, for each video layer, by
using a matching algorithm. In particular, while accounting for
content popularity, user device type and radio connectivity, and
the availability of scalable video coding, the EMB scheme uses
a multi-criteria optimization approach and makes decisions
about optimal (i) video encoding parameters and (ii) creation
of broadcasting areas (SFNs). Importantly, we find that the
EMB framework:
(a) reduces the churn rate,
(b) improves the QoE and reduces the perceptual distortion,
(c) increase throughput, and
(d) reduces the amount of resources used for providing the
service while ensuring a high system-level fairness.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related works and further highlights the novelty of
our contribution. Section III presents the network scenario
and the system components, and it formalizes the problem we
address. Section IV describes the EMB framework and proves
that it yields a fair, Pareto-efficient solution. A Pareto-efficient
solution defines a system state such that a deviation from it (to
make a particular criterion better off) makes another criterion
worse off. Then Section V provides details on the simulation
scenario and methodology, and presents the key performance
results. Finally, Section VI draws our conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
The joint video team of ITU-T VCEG and the ISO/IEC
MPEG has standardized the scalable video coding (SVC) [13]
as an extension of H.264/AVC, [7], which achieves a rate-
distortion performance comparable to H.264/AVC and has the
same visual perception quality with at most 10% higher bit
rate [14]. HEVC is a next generation standard with up to
50% reduced bit rate compared to the existing standards, while
providing an equivalent perceptual quality [15]. Scalable high-
efficiency video coding (SHVC) is a scalable extension of
HEVC, which helps HD content delivery over band-limited
wireless channel to the heterogeneous UEs [16].
The scalability is in terms of spatial resolution, frame rate,
and quantization level. The content is in the form of video
layers, with the base layer being the most important and
essential content that ensures the delivery of a minimum
acceptable video quality. The enhancement layers improve the
decoded video quality when received in addition to the base
layer. SHVC scalable video is primarily used for adaptive
multimedia services [16], [17].
LTE eMBMS resource allocation in order to maximize
proportional fair utility of users with heterogeneous channel
conditions has been discussed in [18]. [19] presented a for-
mulation for SFN formation, aiming at maximizing the total
system throughput as well as a heuristic solution. Network
selection and transmission mode for seamless multimedia
broadcast in heterogeneous network is discussed in [20].
However, the schemes in [19], [20] do not account for video
coding or heterogeneous display capabilities.
[21] proposed static clustering deployment of eNBs in
LTE system in order to balance downlink spectral and energy
efficiency. Clustering-based load balancing in LTE networks
has been given in [22]. Dynamic SFN area creation to optimize
multicast transmission efficiency has been studied in [23].
Clustering has been used to discover evolving communities
in dynamic networks [24], resource allocation in wireless
mesh networks [25], resource management in mobile ad-hoc
networks [26], and resource allocation in cellular OFDMA
networks [27]. Resource allocation in two-tier LTE het-nets
with carrier aggregation has been discussed in [28]. Femto BS
placement in enterprise environment considering co-channel
interference with macro cell has been discussed in [29].
Multi-cluster scheduling for uplink in LTE-A with carrier
aggregation was studied in [30].
[31], [32] analyzed the intrinsic statistical properties and
[33] proposed a modified Poisson distribution for modeling of
video demands and popularity in multimedia systems. [34],
[35] leveraged the user viewing behavior for placement and
caching strategy, thereby reducing network bandwidth and
storage requirements.
Resource management considering the social and wireless
context of users in wireless small cell networks using matching
game has been discussed in [36], [37]. Weight based matching
for dynamic resource allocation is discussed in [38]. [39] has
discussed a two-phase strategy for solving large scale match-
ing problems. Scalable algorithm for maximum matching in
random networks has been discussed in [40].
[41] discusses audience driven TV services on 4G LTE
networks using system-level scheduling. Radio resource allo-
cation for maximizing served user count for Mobile TV in LTE
networks is discussed in [42]. While, radio resource allocation
for layered video multicast to heterogeneous groups of users
has been discussed in [43]. [44] discussed dynamic formation
of SFNs based on the multimedia requests from users. Small
cell resource allocation to enhance the multicast throughput
and users experience over SFN was discussed in [45]. [46]
discussed subgrouping technique for delivering scalable video
multicast services in LTE network. Subgrouping technique
[46] and small cell resource allocation [45] for scalable video
multicast over SFN in LTE network is referred to as ‘Layered
MBMS’ scheme. We compare our proposed EMB scheme with
respect to ‘Single-tier conventional’ scheme [41]and ‘Layered
MBMS’ scheme [45], [46].
However, user-centric multi-criteria clustering to dynami-
cally define SFN areas, adaptive multimedia encoding, and
optimized LTE eMBMS resource allocation, in multi-tier LTE-
3A het-nets is novel and has not been discussed in literature
by far. Overall, clustering along with matching theory (game)
gives us a promising solution to dynamically define SFN areas,
form Pareto efficient user groups, and manage resources for
multi-tier LTE-A het-net.
III. LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Here we introduce the logical architecture and components
of the system under study, including the multimedia layered
broadcast, the user demand, and the model we adopt for the
data rate and user QoE.
A. Logical architecture
Fig. 2 shows the logical architecture of our proposed ef-
ficient multimedia broadcast solution in multi-tier LTE-A
networks. The content provider sends to the eMBMS gateway
the TV content (prerecorded broadcast program or live video),
which is adaptively encoded by the gateway based on the
network load and resource constraints. The MBMS coordina-
tion entity (MCE) is where our EMB clustering and matching
algorithms run periodically in each broadcasting cycle (160 ms
[47]). The cycle duration is based on the multicast/broadcast
control channel modification period that is conveyed in the sys-
tem information block (sib2) [48], [49]. This ensures that the
MCE periodically performs resource allocation to efficiently
provide TV broadcast service to the mobile users (MUs). Then
the control and SHVC layer information is sent to the BSs
(macro, micro, pico, and femto), based on the clusters, TV
content, and SHVC layers to be served to the heterogeneous
users. The UE receives the TV content based on the device
information, user preference, and service request, previously
sent to the network system. The respective SHVC layers of
the TV program are sent by the eMBMS gateway to the BSs,
which then broadcast them to their users.
An SFN area consists of macrocell BSs that broadcast the
base layer of the SHVC content and ensure that the users
experience a minimum acceptable quality level, denoted by
Fair. The micro, pico, and femto BSs associated with a
macrocell BS, broadcast higher layers of the corresponding
content to deliver higher quality video to users.
We assume that the micro, pico, and femto cells are nested
and can be located anywhere across the macrocell coverage
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Fig. 2. Logical architecture of the proposed EMB framework.
area. Hence, to avoid excessive interference between the
tier-levels, we assume that different resource blocks (within
same frequency band) are used by the different tier-levels for
multimedia broadcast. All the micro, pico, and femto BSs,
at a particular tier-level and associated with the a particular
macro BS, use the same set of resource blocks for content
broadcast. All the smaller cells in the coverage area of a
macrocell transmit higher layers of programs whose base layer
is being broadcast by the eNB (in the macrocell). Hence,
resource block reuse (that is being used by eNB) is prevented
in a micro, pico, or femto cell, else it would cause interference
at the receiver that is receiving SVC layers from the multiple
tier levels. Also, the overall throughput (thereby the spectral
efficiency) of the system is enhanced due to the higher data
rates being supported by the smaller cells (for broadcasting
higher SVC layers), using the given frequency band.
B. Modeling the user-demand
Video access/demand in multimedia server systems and TV
content popularity in IPTV systems are typically modeled
using a Zipf-like distribution [32], [35]. In such a system, some
videos (or TV contents) are more popular than others, with the
content popularity distribution being inversely proportional to
the content rank. The multimedia viewing pattern is diurnal
with a prime time peak [50], and the video requests are repre-
sented using a twenty-four hour period and fixed probability
density function. Users request a TV program at prime time
with probability 0.4, which drops gradually to 0.1 over the
next twelve hours and, again, increases gradually to 0.4 in
twenty-four hours. The user-requested TV-content is sampled
according to the Zipf-like distribution mentioned above.
A modified Poisson distribution is instead used to model
the number of users in the system (system load), such that it
caters to peak hours and special events with significantly high
system load (e.g., sporting events). P( , , t) is the probability
that the system load is ⌫(t), at time t, in a system having an
arrival rate  , and maximum number of users arriving per unit
of time as  . The modified Poisson distribution is defined as:
P( , , t) = e     ⌫(t)(  ⌫(t))! .
C. SHVC video QoE and rate model
In order to broadcast the multimedia content to hetero-
geneous users, the video content is encoded into SHVC
layers. The SHVC spatio-temporal scalability grid used for
broadcasting is as shown in Fig. 3. There, SHVC layers are
indexed by the (s, f ) pair, where s is the spatial resolution level
and f is the frame rate level. Let P be the catalogue of TV
programs, with cardinality P . The SHVC content consists of
a base layer (l = 1) and enhancement layers (1 < l  L) that
provide an incremental improvement in QoE when a higher
layer is decoded along with all its lower layers. For a program
p 2 P , if a total of Lp SHVC layers are transmitted, then users
need to successfully receive all SHVC layers till l in order to
reconstruct l (l  Lp) layers [16]. Additionally, video may be
encoded using a different quantization level q (equivalent to
higher quantization step size resulting in higher compression
but lower quality), which yields a tradeoff between bit rate
4Fig. 3. SHVC spatial and temporal scalable layer grid, and devices
categorized in terms of spatial resolution
TABLE I
SUBJECTIVE VIDEO QUALITY (I.E., QOE) CORRESPONDING TO
PARAMETRIC VIDEO QUALITY MEASURE Q(q, f, s) AND MOS.
MOS Q(q, f, s) Quality level (QoE)
1 0 Bad
2 (0.0  0.25] Poor
3 (0.25  0.5] Fair
4 (0.5  0.75] Good
5 (0.75  1.0] Excellent
and quality (the higher the q, the poorer the quality but the
lower the bit rate requirement).
The overall video quality is assessed using a parametric
function 0  Q(q, f, s)  1 that approximates the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS), a subjective measure indicating the user
QoE. Q(q, f, s) has a direct relationship with the MOS [51]:
MOS = 4 ⇥ Q(q, f, s) + 1. The numerical correspondence
among Q(q, f, s), MOS, and QoE is listed in Table I.
The parameters for the quality model are specific to a video
and are based on its inherent features. In this work, we will
use the quality parametric model defined in [51], according to
which, for a given spatial resolution s, Q(q, f, s) is a function
of the quantization level q and frame rate f , as follows:
Q(q, f, s) = Qˆ ·Qf (f) ·Qq(q) (1)
where Qˆ is the top quality level of video received by the user
when it is encoded at minimum quantization level qˆ and at
the highest frame rate fˆ . For normalization, we consider Qˆ
to be equal to 1. Clearly, Qf is an increasing function of f ,
while Qq is an exponentially decreasing parametric function
of q (qˆ  q  qˇ, qˇ is the maximum quantization level). Further
details can be found in [51].
We use a similar parametric model for the bit rate, derived
from [52], where the bit rate is expressed as a function of
quantization level q, frame rate f , and resolution s:
R(q, f, s) = Rˆ ·Rf (f) ·Rq(q) ·Rs(s) (2)
with Rˆ being the maximum bit rate of the video sequence with
minimum quantization level qˆ, maximum frame rate fˆ , and
maximum spatial resolution smax. We remark that the higher
the SHVC layer, the larger the resolution value s or the frame
rate f , hence the rate requirement.
D. Problem formulation
In a 5G heterogeneous network with N users, we consider
that a synchronization area can cover a maximum of B macro-
cells. Within each synchronization area there are multiple
SFN areas, whose number, denoted by M , must not exceed
Mmax = 256 [53]. All the BSs within a synchronization
area have to be time-synchronized. P is the set of distinct
multimedia content that can be requested by the users in the
system. However, each SFN area m serves a disjoint subset
of content, denoted by Pm ✓ P .
The SFN is formed by macrocells only: once the SFN is
formed and the set of programs to be broadcast within it has
been determined, then we also know which programs will be
broadcast by the micro, pico, and femto BSs. We allocate
separate resources blocks from the same LTE band at each
tier-level for content broadcast, in order to minimize inter-tier
interference. We verify that enough resources are available to
satisfy quality constraints, necessarily at the macrocell level,
as it ensures acceptable QoE (by broadcasting the SVC base
layer).
We define an indicator function xk,m that takes 1 when the
BS of macro-cell k is associated with the SFN area m, and 0
otherwise. We define also the indicator function ak that takes
1 if the BS of macro-cell k is associated with at least one
SFN area (i.e.,
MP
m=1
xk,m > 0), and 0 else. The maximum
synchronization area size, Z, is then given by:
BX
k=1
ak  Z (3)
Bm represents the set of BSs (macro-cell) that belong to SFN
area m, i.e.,
Bm = {k : xk,m = 1 8 1  k  B}, 8 1  m M, (4)
Clearly, the following constraint on SFN area formation
holds: no two SFNs within a synchronization area can entirely
overlap and be absolutely identical in terms of the BSs
participating in multimedia broadcast:
|Bm \ Bn| min{|Bm|, |Bn|}, 8 1  m,n M, (5)
Each user i is associated with a particular macro-cell BS,
say k; we denote this case by the indicator function yi,k. Also,
user i is associated with a BS at tier-level v (v = 0, 1, 2, and
3, for macro, micro, pico, and femto-cell levels, respectively),
which is denoted by the indicator function y˜i,v . Each user is
interested and requests for only one content ⇡i, ⇡i 2 P , for
viewing, at a given instance of time. This framework can be
extended for serving users requesting more than one content by
serving each request independently. The user SINR is denoted
by  i.
Let  k represent the sum-total of resource (time-frequency)
blocks assigned for multimedia broadcast by BSs at all tier-
levels associated with the macro-cell k. This is upper bounded
by  max, i.e., the maximum number of resource blocks (e.g.,
60% in LTE-A Rel. 9-13 [53] and up to 100% in LTE-A
Rel. 14 [47]) that can be allocated for multimedia broadcast
by a macro-cell. A cell assigns ⇢(v)p,m resources towards the
5multimedia broadcast of content p 2 Pm in SFN area m at
tier-level v. 11p,m is the indicator function denoting that content
p is being broadcast in SFN area m.
The macrocell BS broadcasts the base layer and the smaller
cell (micro, pico, and femto) BSs broadcast the higher (en-
hancement) layers of the SHVC content. The resources are
allocated based on the content being broadcast at each tier-
level. Using (2), the resources at tier-level v have to deliver
rate R(v)p,m for program p in SFN area m, which is defined as:
R(v)p,m=
(
R(qp,m, f0, s0), if v = 0
R(qp,m, fv, sv) R(v 1)p,m , if v > 0.
(6)
The number of resource blocks being used at tier-level v to
broadcast the SHVC layers of content p is represented as ⇢(v)p,m.
The delivery of the base layer (ensuring that the minimum
quality level of the content gets delivered to every user) by
the macrocell BS is ensured by ⇢(0)p,m. The higher SHVC layers
(providing higher quality) are broadcast by the other tier-level
BSs. The factors that govern ⇢(v)p,m include the minimum SINR
amongst all users requesting content p that are connected to BS
at tier-level v, and also the bit rate of the SHVC layers being
broadcast at tier-level v, R(v)p,m (given in (6)). The quantization
level for encoding content p in SFN area m is represented as
qp,m. Corresponding to the SHVC layers being broadcast by
BS at tier-level v, fv is the frame rate and sv is the spatial
resolution.
Within SFN area m, amongst all the users that are request-
ing content p, the minimum SINR at tier-level v is denoted
by  minp,m,v . We consider that the cells can allocate one out of
a set of MCS levels: the MCS ⌦p,m,v governs the amount of
resources used for broadcast of content p in the SFN area m
at tier-level v. The SINR threshold associated with the MCS
level e⌦ is given by  th(e⌦). The minimum SINR user that gets
served at any tier level is governed by the SINR threshold for
the lowest MCS level. This strategy at the macrocell level
guarantees that the base layer (minimum acceptable QoE) is
broadcast to all such users ( i >  th(min e⌦)). The bit rate
per unit resource block is denoted by r( minp,m,v) and it is equal
to the product of frequency bandwidth of each resource block
and the spectral efficiency corresponding to MCS level ⌦p,m,v .
The system selects a higher MCS (resulting in a higher rate
per resource block) in case users have a higher SINR. Thus,
 k and ⇢p,m can be written as:
 k =
3X
v=0
MX
m=1
PX
p=1
⇢(v)p,m · xk,m (7)
 k  max, 8 1  k  B (8)
11p,m =
(
1, if 9 i, yi,k = 1, xk,m = 1, ⇡i = p, 1  i  N
0, otherwise
(9)
 minp,m,v =min{ i : yi,k = 1, y˜i,v = 1, xk,m = 1, (10)
⇡i = p, 1  i  N}
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Fig. 4. Multi-tier network illustration with B = 2, P = 3, and v = 2
⇢(v)p,m =
8<:
R(v)p,m
r( minp,m,v)
, if 11p,m = 1
0, otherwise
(11)
⌦p,m,v =max{e⌦ :  th(e⌦)    minp,m,v , 8 e⌦} (12)
The video bit rate and quality (MOS), both decrease with
increase in q for all f and s levels of the scalability grid. We
need to ensure that even for the lowest-SINR user requesting
the content p in SFN area m, the QoE (given in (1)) for the
received base layer content is at an acceptable level. This is
done by broadcasting the base layer (frame rate f0 and spatial
resolution s0) at the macrocell level. Based on (1), (2), and
(11), the constraint on QoE for the lowest-SINR user at the
macrocell level is:
Qw(⇢p,m) =Qˆ ·Qf (f0) ·Qq
 
R 1q
 
⇢(0)p,m · r( minp,m,0)
Rˆ ·Rf (f0) ·Rs(s0)
!!
,
(13)
Qw(⇢p,m)  0.25
An example of multi-tier network is depicted in Fig. 4. It
has two tiers (v = 2), three programs (P = 3), two eNBs
in the synchronization area (B = 2), and three SFN areas
(M = 3). Each MU i requesting program pi is represented
as MUi(pi). In this scenario, the indicator functions have the
following values: X = (xk,m) 2 R2⇥3 =

1 1 0
1 0 1
 
,
Y = (yi,k) 2 R6⇥2 =

1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
 T
,
Y˜ = y˜i,v 2 R6⇥2 =

1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1
 T
,
11 = 1 p,m 2 R3⇥3 =
241 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
35.
The overall objective is to minimize the heterogeneous
network resources required for efficient multimedia broadcast
given the constraints on available resources, heterogeneous
users’ QoE requirements, and synchronization area size. Our
decision variables are therefore the  k, which are functions of
the ⇢(v)p,m; the objective function is as follows:
min
BX
k=1
 k (14)
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NOTATION
Symbol Significance
1 p,m Program p broadcast in SFN area m
xk,m BS k associated with SFN area m
yi,k User i associated with BS k
y˜i,v User i associated with BS at tier-level v
⇢(v)p,m Resource allocated tier-level v in m for program p
qp,m Quantization level for program p broadcast in m
⌦p,m,v MCS allocated for program p broadcast in m at tier-level v
 k Resources allocated by BS k for multimedia broadcast
 minp,m,v min SNR amongst users requesting p in m at tier-level v
The above is subject to the linear constraints:
 k  max, 8k 2 [1, B] (15)
⇢p,m  0, 8p 2 [1, P ],m 2 [1, 2B   1] (16)
and the non-linear constraints, derived from (5)–(13):
Qˆ ·Qf (fv) · e
0B@  ⇠pqˆ ·
0B@
0B@ qˆ·Rˆ·Rf (fv)·Rs(sv)vP
u=0
⇢
(u)
p,m·r( minp,m,u)
1CA
1CA
(1/ p)
 1
1CA
  Qv,
8 p 2 [1, P ], v 2 [0, 3]m 2 [1, 2B   1]
(17)
In the above expression, ⇠p and  p are video specific pa-
rameters in Qq(q) (QoE model) and Rq(q) (rate model),
respectively, for SHVC content p, while Qv is the quality-level
ensured by BS of tier-level v, where Q0 = 0.25. The objective
function given by (14) minimizes the resource allocation by
the BSs for multimedia broadcast. The optimization problem
is subject to the maximum resource constraint (given by (15))
and acceptable quality levels (given by (17)).
Since, the above problem is non-linear and mixed integer,
solving it to the optimum is impractical for scenarios with
B > 3 and P > 3. Thus, below we develop an efficient, yet
tractable, solution to the problem that, as proved later, turns
out to be Pareto efficient and fair to the users.
IV. THE EMB FRAMEWORK
Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of our EMB solution for
efficient resource allocation in multi-tier network (all symbols
used in Fig. 5 are summarized in Table II). The proposed
scheme primarily adopts multi-criteria clustering and nested
matching algorithm for SFN area formation, adaptive multime-
dia encoding, and eMBMS resource allocation. The SFN area
formation is performed in every broadcasting cycle (160 ms)
while the adaptive multimedia encoding and eMBMS resource
allocation is performed more frequently (every 20 ms). This
ensures that the EMB system adapts to channel condition
variations experienced by mobile users.
A. SFN area formation, and resource allocation
The SFN areas are formed using multi-criteria clustering
of users (premium and regular) based on the their content
demands, experienced channel conditions, and UE capabilities
for various TV programs. The clustering problem is defined
as: ( , 1, 2, 3), where   is the set of feasible clusters and
 1, 2, and  3 are the three criterion functions (given in (18a)
and defined by Definitions 1, 2, and 3, respectively).
 i :  ! R (18a)
 i(S) <  i(S
0), j(S)   j(S0), 8S0 2  , i, j 2 [1, 3], i 6= j
(18b)
S = {S 2   : (18b) is satisfied} (18c)
In the above expression, S is a dominant solution, which is
Pareto efficient if (18b) is satisfied with strict inequality for
at least one criterion. S is the set of minimal elements that
satisfy the dominance relation, defined by (18c).
Three criterion functions are used for EMB solution: total
resource allocation for video broadcast (SHVC layers encoded
with quantization level: qp,m (1  p  P , 1  m  M )) is
 1; perceptual video distortion metric is  2; and bias metric
is  3. The range of each criterion  1,  2, and  3, is [0, 1].
Definition 1. The fraction of resources (resource blocks)
assigned for multimedia broadcast,  1, is defined as:
 1 =
3P
v=0
MP
m=1
P
p=1
⇢
(v)
p,m
 max
· 1 p,m
MP
m=1
P
p=1
1 p,m
. (19)
Definition 2. Perceptual video distortion metric,  2, indicates
the overall perceptual distortion for unacceptable QoE levels
of the broadcast content in the system. It is defined as:
 2 =
MP
m=1
P
p=1
Dp,m
MP
m=1
P
p=1
1 p,m
(20)
Dp,m =
(
1, if 1 p,m = 1, Q(qp,m, fv, sv) < Qv, 8 v 2 [0, 3]
0, otherwise.
(21)
Definition 3. Contents, p 2 [1, P ], are the contenders compet-
ing for the network resources. Bias metric,  3, indicates the
overall performance of the clustering algorithm in terms of
system’s fairness. It is derived from the Jain’s fairness measure
[54] for resource allocation and is defined as follows:eQp = min
1mM,1 p,m=1
{Q(qp,m, fLp,m , sLp,m)} (22)
 3 = 1 
 
P
p=1
eQp!2
P ·
P
p=1
eQ2p (23)
where, Lp,m is the highest SHVC layer of p broadcast in m.
As detailed below, our clustering method forms SFNs areas
that are Pareto-efficient for the above multi-criteria clustering
problem, using a modified local optimization (relocation)
algorithm.
1) Modified relocation algorithm: The multi-criteria clus-
tering and SFN area formation algorithm (see Alg. 1) is used to
cluster the N users in the geographical area. It is based on the
following information related to users: the experienced SINR
( i) that can be easily derived from the reported CQI, UE type
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2.1 Encoding parameter 
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2.2. Resource allocation 
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Fig. 5. The EMB solution for efficient resource allocation in multi-tier networks.
(⌧i), requested program (⇡i), and the macrocell to which the
user is associated (indicated by yi,k). UEs are clustered into
groups; each cluster consists of users with similar channel
conditions, device type, and location. User clusters are then
translated into SFN areas, M  2B   1.
Algorithm 1 User clustering and SFN area formation
Input:  i, ⌧i, yi,k, ⇡i, 1  i  N , 1  k  B
Function: clustering( , ⌧ , y, ⇡)
1) Determine initial clustering C = {Uk|1  k M}
1a) Select the first centroid c1 uniformly at random
from set of users: 1  i  N .
1b) Each user i is associated to bi = k, given yi,k = 1.
1c) for each i = 1 to N
Compute d2(i, c1) = ( i    c1)2 + (bi   bc1)2+
+(⌧i   ⌧c1)2
1d) Select all other centroids, cm, 2  m M :
for each m = 2 to M
Select each centroid cm = n at random
with probability
min
1i<m
d2(n,ci)P
j2Ci
d2(j,ci)
, where
Ci is a set of all j closest to ci, 1  i  m
1e) Each user is assigned to the cluster with the closest
centroid
for each i = 1 to N
%Assign user i to cluster Um?
m? = min
m
d2(i, cm)
2) Cluster mapping to form M SFN areas
Initialize xk,m = 0, 11p,m = 0,
8p 2 [1, P ],m 2 [1,M ]
%Associate BSs (maximum 8 [55], [56]) and
content to each SFN area
for each k = 1 to B
if xk,m? = 0, 11⇡i,m? = 0, yi,k = 1,
and
MP
m=1
xk,m < 8 then
xk,m? = 1
11⇡i,m? = 1
Output: xk,m, 11p,m,1  k  B, 1  p  P, 1  m M
2) MAR: Matching Algorithm for Resource allocation in
multi-tier mobile networks: Matching theory tractably solves
the combinatorial problem of matching players in two distinct
sets by suitably characterizing the interaction between hetero-
geneous nodes (varied types, information, and objectives). It
defines preferences for heterogeneous and complex objectives
in order to provide stable and optimal solutions using efficient
Algorithm 2 MAR: Matching algorithm for resource alloca-
tion
Input:  i, xk,m, 11p,m, 1  k  B, 1  i  N
Function: encoding resource alloc( , x, 11)
1) Encoding parameter and MCS allocation for content
1a) Initialize qp,m = qˆ, if 11p,m = 1
1b) Minimum SINR of poorest user in SFN area m
requesting program p at level v is  minp,m,v
1c) Number of users in m requesting for p is Np,m
1d) Ordered set T ,
T = {Ti : Ti = (p,m), 1  i  P ·M,NT1 > NT2}
1e) Initialize  j = 1, 8j 2 [1, 3],   = 1, ⇢(v)Ti = 0, 8i 2
[1, P ·M ],w1 = w2 = w3 = 1/3
1f) Assign MCS
for each i = 1 to |T |
if 11Ti = 1, then
for each v = 0 to 3
Assign ⌦Ti,v using  minp,m,v in (12)
2) Encoding parameter and resource allocation
for each v = 0 to 3
for each i = 1 to |T |
for each q = qˆ to qˇ
for each k = 1 to B
if xk,m = 1,
3P
u=0
MP
m=1
P
p=1
⇢(u)p,m xBk,m 1 p,m   max
Assign ⇢(v)Ti using (11) for selected q
Update the overall metric   =
3P
j=1
wj j
if    
3P
j=1
wj j then
Update encoding parameter qTi = q
3) Compute the criteria:  1, 2, 3
4) Assign solution S = {(xk,m, 11p,m, ⇢(v)p,m,⌦p,m,v , qp,m)
|1  k  B, 1  m  M, 1  p  P, 0  v  3}
Output: S,  1, 2, 3
and fast algorithmic implementations. Radio resource alloca-
tion in multi-tier networks for scalable video broadcast with
heterogeneous users can be posed as a matching problem.
Set 1 comprises the scalable video layers of all broadcast
content in each SFN area. Set 2 comprises the constricted
set of resource blocks at each hierarchical level of the
multi-tier architecture. A one-to-one matching between the
two sets is performed with externalities and dynamics. The
8Algorithm 3Multi-criteria optimization algorithm for efficient
multimedia broadcast
Input:  i, ⌧i, yi,k, ⇡i, 1  i  N , 1  k  B
Function: main( , ⌧ , y, ⇡)
1) [ , x, 11] =clustering( , ⌧ , y, ⇡)
2) [S, 1, 2, 3] =encoding resource alloc( , x, 11)
3) Solution update
3a) If S is an empty set then include S in S .
3b) If there does not exist clustering S0 2 S : S0
dominates S, i.e. (18b) holds true for  1, 2, 3,  ,
then replace S0 with S, i.e. S := S [ S and
S := S \ {S˜ 2 S : S dominates S˜}.
3c) Repeat steps from 1, till Pareto-efficient clustering
set S remains unchanged.
4) Pareto-efficient fair solution, S⇤ 2 S, 8S0 2 S,
min( max
1i3
(wi i(S⇤)))  min( max
1i3
(wi i(S0))),
S0 6= S⇤
Output: Pareto-efficient fair solution S⇤
externalities are in the form of dependencies between the
video layers, while dynamics are in terms of time-dependent
user demands. We have developed a Matching Algorithm for
Resource allocation (MAR), reported in Alg. 2, that gives a
two-sided stable solution. It ensures that the MCS assignment
(Step 1f) and resource allocation (Step 2) guarantee the data
rate required to transmit the video layers of the program to
all the users requesting it. MAR is derived from the basic
deferred acceptance matching, which has been implemented
using adaptive reverse greedy algorithm.
3) EMB solution using multi-criteria optimization: The
EMB scheme finds the Pareto-efficient fair solution, S⇤, using
the multi-criteria modified optimization algorithm (see Alg. 3)
for ( , 1, 2, 3). This is equivalent to the optimization
problem defined in (14)-(17).  1 ensures that S⇤ is the efficient
resource allocation strategy for BSs,  k, 1  k  B, that is
equivalent to solving the optimization objective given by (14).
This is achieved while satisfying constraints (15) and (16).  2
and  3 ensure that S⇤ satisfies the non-linear constraint given
by (17) while maintaining system fairness.
B. Convergence to a fair and Pareto-efficient solution
To show that our scheme yields a Pareto-efficient solution
for multi-criteria clustering, we draw on [57], [58], and on
the proof of convergence that follows from the discussion on
iterative algorithms given in [59].
Proposition 1. Given a set of coefficients wi   0, i = 1, 2, 3,
such that,
3P
i=1
wi = 1, then the solution to min
S2 
3P
i=1
wi i(S),
is a Pareto-efficient solution to the multi-criteria problem
( , 1, 2, 3).
Proof: We first observe that the function, f( 1, 2, 3) =
min
S2 
3P
i=1
wi i, is strictly increasing on each component of the
set {( 1(S), 2(S), 3(S)) : S 2  }, i.e., for each k = 1, 2, 3,
 k(S) <  k(S0) ) f( j , k(S)) < f( j , k(S0)), k, j 2
[1, 3], j 6= k. Thus, the assumption and definition of our
proposed solution is in line with [57], as has been discussed
in Proposition 5 in the Appendix. Furthermore, based on [57,
Ths. 3–4], the clustering solution that minimizes f( 1, 2, 3),
is a Pareto-efficient solution to the multi-criteria problem
( , 1, 2, 3). ⇤
Proposition 2. Alg. 3 converges to a Pareto-efficient solution
set at a linear rate and its execution is more efficient than an
extensive search algorithm.
Proof: The modified relocation algorithm is similar to
an iterative multi-criteria cluster and update algorithm [59]
(similarity discussed in the Appendix - Proposition 7), where,
at each iteration, the efficient clustering solution replaces the
other solutions in the Pareto-set. Therefore, based on⇤ Section
4.3 and Theorem 2 in [59], convergence is ensured for the
proposed Alg. 3.
The existence of Pareto-efficient solutions in the output of
Alg. 3 follows from Proposition 1 and from Proposition 6 in
the Appendix. By using Proposition 1, Alg. 2 populates S
with Pareto-efficient solutions in step 3 of Alg. 3. The solution
update steps 3a) and 3b) in Alg. 3 ensures that the solution set
S is never empty.
Let us assume that there is a solution S0 2 S that is
not Pareto efficient. This implies that there exists another
feasible clustering S that satisfies (18b), i.e.,  i(S)   i(S0),
i = 1, 2, 3, with strict inequality for at least one criteria. In
such a case, Alg. 3 in step 3b) will include S and exclude
S0 from the Pareto solution set S . Since, S dominates S0,
the algorithm does not give S0 as a solution as its output.
Hence, the assumption S0 2 S is refuted. Thus, the algorithm
ensures that clustering set S only includes the Pareto-efficient
solutions.
Overall, the total number of partitions (possible clustering
solutions) of N users into M clusters is given by the Stirling
number of second kind, ⌘MN .
⌘MN =
1
M !
MX
i=0
( 1)M i
✓
M
i
◆
iN (24)
However, using the distance metric (d2) when the users are
allocated to a cluster, the number of partitions (clustering
solutions) are upper bounded by  =
✓
N
M
◆
. This effectively
reduces the number of iterations executed in the multi-criteria
optimization algorithm for multimedia broadcast (Alg. 3) over
the feasible clusters only, making it more efficient than an
extensive search over the ⌘MN clustering space. The complexity
of the multi-criteria optimization algorithm is O().
The function, ft( 1, 2, 3) = min
S2 t
3P
i=1
wi i(S), represents
the solution to the multi-criteria problem ( t, 1, 2, 3) at
iteration t of the function given in Alg. 3. By definition, 0 
 i  1, 8i 2 {1, 2, 3}. The Pareto efficient solution is given by
function f⇤ achieved at iteration t⇤. The solution update in step
3 of Alg. 3 ensures that f⇤( 1, 2, 3)  f(t+1)( 1, 2, 3) 
⇤The Pareto set created using the iterative cluster and Update algorithm is
of bounded size, which guarantees convergence.
9ft( 1, 2, 3)  1. Since, (f(t+1) f⇤)(ft f⇤) < 1 for 1  t < t⇤  ,
the convergence rate is linear. ⇤
Proposition 3. The clustering and resource allocation solution
that is obtained using the proposed algorithm is fair (unbiased)
in terms of performance criteria  1,  2, and  3, with respect
to each program (content), p 2 [1, P ].
Proof: Let us assume that the Pareto-efficient solution of
the algorithm is not fair (i.e., biased) towards a particular
content p. This implies ⇢(v)p,m >> ⇢
(v)
p0,m, in terms of resource
allocation at a tier-level v. In terms of Dp,m (defined by (21)),
it implies that Dp,m << Dp0,m. In terms of eQp (defined by
(23)), it implies eQp   eQp0 , p, p0 2 [1, P ], p 6= p0, and both
programs, p and p0, are being broadcast in SFN area m (i.e.,
11p,m = 1 p0,m = 1).
The multi-criteria clustering finds the Pareto-efficient solu-
tion S such that  i(S) <  i(S0),  j(S)   j(S0), 1  i, j 
3, i 6= j.  1 is minimum when ⇢(v)p,m are equal 8p 2 [1, P ].
Hence, the Pareto-efficient solution cannot be biased, i.e., the
biased condition with ⇢(v)p,m   ⇢(v)p0,m does not hold for criteria
 1.  2 is minimum when Dp,m = 0, 8p 2 [1, P ]. Hence, the
biased condition Dp,m ⌧ Dp0,m does not hold for Pareto-
efficient solution with respect to criterion  2. The minimum
of  3 is equal to 0 when eQp, 8p 2 [1, P ] are equal. It follows
that the biased condition eQp   eQp0 is not valid for criterion
 3.
The solution that is Pareto efficient excludes the biased
cases making the solution essentially fair. Hence, the algo-
rithm maintains fairness among the various contents using an
iterative execution. ⇤
Proposition 4. The solution obtained using the proposed
algorithm is fair with respect to each of the multiple criteria
 1,  2, and  3.
Proof: The S set (after step 3 in Alg. 3) includes the
Pareto-efficient clustering solutions that are in accordance with
Proposition 1 and with Proposition 6 in the Appendix. These
clustering solutions are a subset of the Pareto front [59]ii. We
prove that the solution S⇤ that minimizes max
1i3
(wi i(S⇤)) is
fair with respect to each criterion, by using contradiction. iii
Let us assume a Pareto-efficient solution S is biased towards
criterion  i, i.e.,  i(S) <<  j(S), 1  i, j  3, i 6= j. Then,
step 4) in Alg. 3 would minimize wj j(S). Hence, minimiza-
tion of wj j(S) in step 4) of Alg. 3 will happen by opting for
a Pareto-efficient solution S⇤ that ensures  i(S⇤) ⇡  j(S⇤).
This would rule out all the Pareto-efficient solutions that are
biased towards any one criterion. Consequently, the Pareto-
efficient solution S⇤ that is fair to each criterion will be
selected as a result of Step 4) in Alg. 3. ⇤
V. SIMULATION FRAMEWORK AND RESULTS
Here we introduce the system scenario we simulated and the
methodology that we adopted. We then show the results ob-
tained in both a small and a large scale scenario. Importantly,
in the small-scale scenario, we compare the performance of
iiiThe set of Pareto optimal outcomes, S.
our EMB scheme against the optimum, showing an excellent
matching between the two.
A. Test videos and variation of rate and QoE for SHVC levels
SHVC content consists of layers; a subset of the received
layers determines the user QoE level. Fig. 3 shows spatial
resolution based UE categorization and temporal scalable
SHVC layers for each of such UEs. The considered resolution
category for the UEs are: Full HD (1080p, i.e., 1920⇥1080
resolution), Standard HD (720p, i.e., 1280⇥720 resolution),
4CIF (i.e., 704⇥480 resolution), and CIF (i.e., 352⇥240
resolution) . Also, we consider three temporal frame rates,
namely, 50, 25, and 12.5 frames per second (fps). To test the
overall performance of the EMB framework, the video content
was adaptively encoded using SHVC Test Model 4 (SHM 4)
software [60]. SHVC already includes the spatial and temporal
scalability in the form of layers (shown in Fig. 3).
Three sample HDTV programs are used, with each of the
program’s video (Town, Tree, and Ducks) having different
spatial and temporal variance. Snapshots of the three video
sequences along with their spatial perceptual information
(SI) and temporal perceptual information (TI) measures are
shown in Fig. 6(a). Spatial and temporal variance of a video
sequence is obtained using the SI and TI metric, respectively,
that are defined in ITU-T P.910 [61]. SI is the maximum
standard deviation over all pixels of a Sobel filtered frame in
a video sequence. TI is the maximum standard deviation over
space of the motion difference feature (difference between the
pixel values in successive frames). The spatial resolution and
temporal frame rates of these video sequences are according
to the spatio-temporal grid shown in Fig. 3.
The variation of rate and QoE of the Town video is
shown in Fig. 7, based on encoding using SHM software and
subjective video quality assessment using absolute category
rating method [61], respectively. The rate and QoE model (dis-
cussed in Section III-C) is in accordance with the parametric
modelling for SHVC in [62]. Since, the data rate and QoE
decrease with increase in q (for all the spatial resolutions and
frame rates), our scheme balances the tradeoff between these
quantities. This is achieved by obtaining the quantization level
qp,m that meets the constraints given by (17).
B. Performance evaluation in a small-scale scenario
We compare the performance of the EMB scheme against
the optimum obtained by solving the problem in Section III-D
through the solver for constrained nonlinear minimization in
optimization tool of Matlab. We consider a small synchroniza-
tion area consisting of two and three macro-cells (i.e., B = 2
and B = 3), as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), respectively.
Results are obtained as the number of users in each cell
(Ni, N =
BP
i=1
Ni) increases, and for two and three broadcast
contents, i.e., P = 3 and P = 2. The users are uniformly
distributed in the B cells, the SINR is computed based on
LTE system parameters, and all the users randomly request
content from their BS. Clearly, in each scenario, there are
2B   1 possible SFNs.
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(a) Two macrocell multi-tier scenario
  
(b) Three macrocell multi-tier scenario
Fig. 8. Optimization output for multi-tier scenarios in Figs. 6(b) and (c)
We would like to emphasize that the number of variables
in the optimization problem in (14)-(17) is determined by the
number of BSs (or cells) and of programs being broadcast
by each BS. An increased number of optimization variables
considerably increases the convergence and iteration execution
time of the optimal solution. As an example, Figures 8(a) and
8(b) show the output of the optimization tool for a two-cell
and a three-cell multi-tier scenario (depicted in Figures 6(b)
and 6(c)), respectively, while broadcasting three programs to
20 users. The two-cell scenario has six variables, requires 149
function evaluations, and gives 9.76 resource blocks as output;
the execution took 1.25 minutes. The three-cell scenario has
nine variables, requires 209 function evaluations, and gives
16.64 as output; the execution took 4.18 minutes.
The resource (average number of resource blocks allocated
for broadcast) and QoE performance for the two and three-cell
scenario is shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, as the number
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Fig. 9. Performance with increasing no. of programs in a two-cell scenario
of programs increases, and in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively, as
the number of users increases. The average QoE (optimal and
heuristic) decreases with increase in the number of users per
cell and number of programs for both scenarios, while the
number of resource blocks (optimal and heuristic) required
per cell per content increases with increases. Observe that
all the available resource blocks get used for the broadcast
service as the number of programs increases (more than 5 and
10 programs in three-cell and two-cell scenario, respectively).
This is evident from the saturation in the average resource
used shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. As the number of
users increases, more resource blocks are required to broadcast
programs to the increased number of low SINR users, shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. Saturation is reached when all resource blocks
are being used for broadcasting content in such scenarios.
Importantly, Figs. 9-12 highlight that the EMB solution closely
matches the optimum: the root mean square error (RMSE) and
Pearson correlation coefficient (PC) between the EMB and the
optimal solution are 0.12% and 0.99 (on average), respectively.
C. Performance evaluation in large-scale network scenarios
We now evaluate the performance of our EMB solution
for a large multi-tier heterogeneous network with 450 macro-
cells, depicted in Fig. 13. The simulation parameters are listed
in Table III. The wireless channel for the multi-tier LTE-A
scenario is modeled with Gaussian fading distribution, log-
normal shadowing, and the free-space path loss model [63]–
[65]. We have simulated multiple instances (  100) of network
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Fig. 10. Performance with increasing no. of programs in a three-cell scenario
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Fig. 11. Performance with increasing no. of users in a two-cell scenario
scenarios (with confidence interval of 95%) with random
deployment of heterogeneous users over the MBMS area.
The ratio of users in only macro-cell, macro+micro-cell, and
macro+micro+pico or femto-cell coverage is considered to be
20:30:50. The femto and pico-cell coverage in the MBMS area
is considered to be 50-75%.
The performance of the proposed EMB framework for an
increasing number of UEs per macrocell is presented in Fig. 14
in terms of churn rate, QoE, throughput per macrocell, and
criterion ( 1, 2, 3) . In particular, Fig. 14 shows that the
churn rate is less than 7%, QoE greater than 0.75 (above ‘Very
good’ subjective video quality), and fairness (based on Jain’s
fairness index) is greater than 0.75 with 32.41% (on average)
resources used for up to 15 programs broadcast using the EMB
framework, and delivered to 1000 users per macrocell.
The performance of the proposed EMB framework is com-
pared to the Single-tier Conventional [41] and the Layered
MBMS [45], [46] scheme, in Fig. 15. We have simulated
multiple instances (  100) of network scenarios (with confi-
dence interval of 95%) with random deployment of 500-1000
heterogeneous users per macrocell within the MBMS area.
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Fig. 13. Large multi-tier heterogeneous network scenario.
In comparison to the benchmark schemes, with increasing
number of programs, EMB results in lower churn rate (on
average 80.43% and 65.46%, respectively), higher QoE (on
average 99.31% and 45.73%, respectively), and increased
throughput (on average 94.22% and 61.98%, respectively) with
a reduced proportion of resource usage (on average 65.84%
TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Channel bandwidth 10 MHz
Frequency 1.8 GHz
Carrier spacing 15 KHz
Transmission mode FDD
Number of data carriers 1200
Receiver noise figure 7 dB
Maximum transmitter output power (macrocell) 46 dBm
Maximum transmitter output power (macrocell) 36 dBm
Maximum transmitter output power (femtocell) 12-17 dBm
Maximum transmitter output power (picocell) 20-28 dBm
Transmitter cable and connector loss 2.0 dB
Transmitter power splitter loss 3.0 dB
Transmitter antenna gain 18 dBi
Receiver antenna gain 0 dBi
Additional losses (e.g., building, wall) 14.0-10.0 dB
Receiver noise floor  97.5 dBm
Receiver sensitivity  106.4 dBm
Shadowing standard deviation 8 dB
Guard interval 16.67µs
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Fig. 15. Performance comparison of EMB to Layered MBMS and Single-tier
Conventional, with increasing number of programs in a large scenario.
and 47.20%, respectively).
We have further studied the performance of EMB frame-
work in urban, suburban, and rural scenarios, with respect to
the two state-of-the-art schemes. The ratio of users in macro,
macro+micro, and macro+micro+pico or femto cell coverage
range for urban, suburban, and rural areas are 25:25:50,
25:50:25, and 50:25:25 respectively. The femto and pico-cell
coverage for urban, suburban, and rural areas is considered
to be 60-75%, 35-50%, and 15-25%, respectively. The cor-
responding results in terms of churn rate, QoE, throughput,
and proportion of resources used, are noted in Table IV. EMB
performs better in terms of all performance metrics than the
Single-tier Conventional scheme (on average 73.02%, 84.27%,
79.45%, and 52.34%, respectively) and Layered MBMS (on
average 56.98%, 34.11%, 46.77%, and 35.67%, respectively),
under all the considered scenarios.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced the EMB framework for efficient multimedia
broadcast in multi-tier mobile networks. The scheme aims
to perform multi-criteria clustering, adaptive encoding of
scalable (layered) multimedia content, and efficient resource
allocation to provide high-quality video broadcast services to
heterogeneous users. The EMB framework includes a multi-
criteria clustering algorithm, which yields a Pareto-efficient
system setting, and a matching algorithm that efficiently
allocates resource blocks and determines the modulation and
coding scheme to be used. Our results, obtained in small-scale
scenarios, show that EMB closely matches the the optimum
(on average, 0.12% RMSE and 0.99 PC). Also, in large-
scale scenarios the EMB framework significantly outperforms
state-of-the-art schemes such as the Single-tier Conventional
and Layered MBMS, in terms of churn rate (by 76.72% and
61.22%, respectively), higher QoE (by 91.79% and 39.92%,
respectively), higher throughput (by 86.83% and 54.37%,
respectively), and reduced resource requirement (by 59.09%
and 41.43%, respectively).
The proposed EMB scheme can be extended to the case of
multiple frequency bands and different wireless technologies at
the various tier-levels, which represents an interesting direction
for future research.
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APPENDIX
Proposition 5. Definitions and assumptions of our heuristic solution
are in coherence with those in [57]–[59], given as follows:
1) Multicriteria clustering problem is modeled as multi-criteria
optimization problem [57]
2) Iterative clustering algorithm is used for solving the discrete
multi-criteria optimization problem [57], [58]
Proof: The multi-criteria optimization problem for the crite-
ria:  1, 2, 3 is solved using heuristic multi-criteria clustering
algorithm, as given in Algorithms 1 and 2. A single criterion,
min
S2 
3P
i=1
wi i(S), is derived from the multi-criteria and is used to
obtain Pareto efficient solutions, as mentioned in Alg. 2. Modified
relocation iterative clustering algorithm (Alg. 3) has been used for
obtaining pareto-efficient solution of the multi-criteria optimization
problem. ⇤
Proposition 6. By rearranging the results in [57], we can prove
the following. If, S⇤ 2   is the unique optimal clustering solution
to criterion  i, i = 1, 2, or, 3. Then S⇤ is also a Pareto-efficient
solution of the multi-criteria optimization problem ( , 1, 2, 3).
Proof: We use contradiction to prove this. Let us assume that
S⇤ 2   is not a Pareto-efficient solution of the multi-criteria
optimization problem ( , 1, 2, 3). Instead, there exists a solution
S (S 6= S⇤), i.e. Pareto efficient, such that  1(S) <  1(S⇤)
and it holds that  2(S)   2(S⇤) and  3(S)   3(S⇤). Since,
S⇤ is a unique minimal solution for the criterion  1. Therefore,
 1(S) =  1(S
⇤), holds true. This results in the contradiction and
hence proves that S⇤ 2   indeed is the Pareto-efficient solution of
( , 1, 2, 3). Same rationale holds true for other criterion  2 and
 3. ⇤
Proposition 7. The modified relocation algorithm is similar to the
iterative multi-criteria cluster and update algorithm [59].
Proof: An iterative multi-criteria cluster and update is essentially
an iterative multi-objective search algorithm. It comprises of two
functions: generate cluster S and update pareto efficient solution
set S if S dominates S0, S0 2 S . The representation of the algorithm
is shown in Fig. 16.
  
Generate cluster S
Update 
(if S dominates S',
S'  ∈S) 
Pareto efficient 
solution set S
    Cluster S       
when set S is 
updated
Fig. 16. Representation of iterative multi-objective search algorithm for
multi-criteria Pareto-efficient clustering
The proposed algorithm in this paper has the following properties
that are same as in [59]:
1) Single clustering instance is considered at each iteration.
2) A finite memory solution set, S, is maintained that stores only
the dominant solution till a specified iteration.
3) S is independent set of the iteration count. It consists of the
representative subset of the best clustering solutions (pareto
efficient) received till any given iteration.
Hence, the modified relocation algorithm proposed in this paper is
similar to the iterative algorithm given in [59] and the proofs in [59]
can be applied to our algorithm. ⇤
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